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From data through information to knowledge
• Abstraction – pieces of 
information are ordered 
– In form of model(s)
• Data put into content with 
other data … 
– molecular structure
– annotations
• Measurements, 
calculations
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Information
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Gasteiger & Engel, Chemoinformatics, Whiley 2003
Predictive and descriptive models?
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Property
Physical
tB , η, nD, …
Chemical
pKa, logk, …
Specroscopic
H,νmax, …
Thermodynamic
∆Hf, cv, …
Biomedical
IC50, LD50, …
Structure
Ψ=Ψ(r,R)
O
N
N N
N
OH
Activity = f (structure)
(Q)SAR/(Q)SPR methods:
Regression,
Arctificial neural networks,
Genetic algorithms,
Classification,
Etc.
(Quantitative) Structure-Activity Relationships – (Q)SAR
Main goal
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QsarDB extends
the value of (published) predictive in silico models 
in chemistry and 
related areas of biomedicine, biotechnology, 
predictive toxicology, etc.
via improving accessibility, transparency and reproducibility
What for QsarDB is designed?
• To preserve QSAR information
• To make QSAR information transparent
• To make QSAR information reproducible
• To make QSAR information accessible
• To make QSAR information easily transferable
• To adapt to the change in the structure of QSAR 
community … more model users than developers
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Communication of in silico models
• Dominating approach … printed media
• The main advantage is 
– peer review process for the independent evaluation 
of the scientific work and 
– established distribution channels to reach the 
intended audience. 
• The disadvantage is … static nature of printed 
media …
– accessibility, traceability and reproducibility
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QsarDB has three major components
• Data format
– QSAR model archive (ie. small database - QDB)
• Smart Repository
– collection of archives
• Tools for QDB archive creation
– Command line
– Graphical user interface
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QsarDB data schema & format
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Villu Ruusmann, Sulev Sild, Uko Maran*,
QSAR DataBank - an approach for the digital organization and archiving of QSAR model information.
Journal of Cheminformatics, 2014, 6:25. http://dx.doi.org/10.1186/1758-2946-6-25 
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Electronic representation of predictive models
• PMML
– Open standard for 
representing data mining 
models in XML format
– PMML covers the following 
topics
• Data preprocessing 
described through data 
dictionary, mining schema, 
transformations
• Model representation
• Post-processing (e.g. scaling 
model outputs)
• Other options are possible:
– For example RDS data format  
(R native model representation 
mechanism)
• PMML format supports:
– Association rules
– Cluster models
– Neural network
– Regression
– Random forest
– Tree models
– Support-vector machines
– Ensemble models (all of the 
above)
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Smart repository: www.qsardb.org
• DSpace platform (www.dspace.org)
• Introduced QSAR specific metadata
• QsarDB archive submission process
• User interface of the web application
– Item view to display information about QsarDB
archive content
– Explorer tool
– Prediction tool
• Web service for predictions
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Repository: Model uploading policy
• Must have scientific publication
• (or have otherwise practical value …)
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Repository: Persistent digital identifiers
• Handle service: http://hdl.handle.net/10967/106
• DOI support available starting from August 21-st
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http://hdl.handle.net/10967/106 http://qsardb.org/repository/handle/10967/106
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Repository: Explorer – visualization
• Visualizes
– property data;
– residuals;
– descriptors;
– applicability domain;
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Repository: Predictor
• Predict:
– from structure
– from descriptors
(safe for commercial users)
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First 100+ DOIs for predictive models
• http://dx.doi.org/10.15152/QDB.106
• 108 DOI-s (as of 23.10.2014)
• 244 descriptive & predictive models (23.10.2014)
• QsarDB qualifies in all five Linked Open Data concept 
criteria:
– OL … Open License ()
– +RE … machine REadable ()
– +OF … Open Format ()
– +URI … Uniform Resource Identificator ()
– +LD … Linked Data ()
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Concluding Phrases
• One of our aims and reason for QsarDB is to 
– help modelers to keep their published (static PDF) models 
alive … (for example http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chemosphere.2013.06.088)
• Making Smart Repository even smarter:
– structure & similarity search, etc. 
– new model types are coming in …
– access for the scientific communities …
– …
• Preparing for interactive scientific publications!
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Thank you!
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www.qsardb.org (project # 3.2.1201.13-0021)
